the right. This was followed by good gains, and the ball reached Amherst's 12-yard line, and it looked as though Tech would score. Here, however, Amherst held for four downs, and received the ball. Converse made a run of forty yards, which was followed by steady gains by bucking the line, and long runs by Converse and Hawers. Yard by yard Tech was forced back, and finally Hawers was pushed over the line for the first touchdown. Pratt kicked a goal. Score, 6-0. Time, ten minutes.

Tech started in the same way as before, Curtis gaining twenty yards. Good runs by Curtis and Andrews and hard bucking by Osgood brought the ball close to Amherst's goal. Andrews was soon sent through for a touchdown. Andrews punted out to Thomas and then kicked a goal. Score, 6-6.

Amherst started with a good gain, and worked the ball quickly down the field. Tech took a brace, and Converse was downed in his tracks by Thomas. Hawers made a gain of five yards, but was stopped in good style by Osgood. Tech now held for three downs, Mayo doing good work. A fumble cost Amherst the ball, Andrews falling on it on Tech's 5-yard line.

At once the good offensive work of Tech showed, and the ball was brought to the center of the field. A wind squall came up and helped Andrews to make a magnificent punt. The ball went sailing through the air, high over the heads of the Amherst backs, and rolled over the line. Amherst made a touchback, and it was Amherst's ball at their 25-yard line. In three downs Amherst failed to gain. At this moment the referee called time, but how he made the thirty minutes he claimed, would be hard to tell.

When the teams lined up for the second half, a shower had made the ground very wet and slippery. Amherst opened with a ten-yard gain. Tech held well, and Deering attempted to kick, but fumbled, and Mayo fell on the ball. Tech worked the ball to Amherst's 20-yard line, but was here held for four downs. Amherst slowly regained the lost ground, Converse making a long run. Amherst kicked near the center of the field, and Rosa fell on the ball when Osgood should have had it. Hawers made a run of twenty-five yards, and soon after Deering was pushed over the line. Pratt failed to kick a goal. Score, 10-6.

Tech made ten yards on the same play as before, but soon after was held for four downs. Barnes ran to the right for twenty-five yards, but was forced outside and tackled in good style by Simonds. Good tackles were made by Rockwell and Robinson, and Amherst was obliged to kick. Rosa again fell on the ball well down in Tech's territory. Soon after, Hawers went across for Amherst's third touchdown. Pratt again failed at goal. Tech made nine yards, but was soon held for three downs. Andrews punted, and it was Amherst's ball. Amherst made a bad fumble, but fell on the ball when Tech should have got it. Tech played sharp, and Amherst kicked. Time was called with the ball in the center of the field.

The players were:

Amherst—rushers, Russell, Blagden, Penny, Kimball, Cauthers, Tyler, Rosa; quarter back, Pratt; half backs, Converse, Hawers (Barnes); full back, Deering. Tech—rushers, Owen, Mayo, Robinson, Schmitz, Whiting, Simonds, Rockwell; quarter back, Thomas; half backs, Curtis, Osgood; full back, Andrews. Referee, Mr. W. A. Talcott, of Amherst, '93. Umpire, Mr. A. A. Highlands, of Harvard.

The game was interesting to watch, as many long runs and good individual plays were made. Both sides lacked in team work, although Tech much more than Amherst. Tech did well at offensive work, but could not seem to prevent Amherst from making gains all along the line. Tech played a game almost free from fumbles, but was slow to take advantage of many made by Amherst. Individually, almost every man did good work, and played a spirited game. Curtis was by far the best ground gainer, and made several beautiful runs, but still tackles too